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This is an epilogue that rounds out the plot nicely and tells us just how Woody learned he's up for sale. One notable thing that happens, is that Buzz opens up about his regrets in life. And one thing I find admirable about it, is that he can finally forgive his friend for making fun of him years ago
for having a lollipop. Other than that, this short is pretty self-explanatory. The 3-D was nice and the plot is pretty simple. There's a short prologue, a lot of clips of Buzz and Jessie in a variety of situations, and then Woody shows up and starts talking about his trip home. I really enjoyed this one.
It's basically a time-lapse of Buzz and Jessie starting their vacation. They have a good time and everything's going great for them until Woody arrives and blows their fun. Though I must say, I'm really curious about what happens next with Woody. This is almost like a reverse of the first short
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